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8 TOPDRESSERS: IMPROVING THE ODDS FOR SELECTION AND APPLICATION SUCCESS.
Beyond its aesthetic benefits, topdressing is a powerful weapon for thatch control. Here are some tips on choosing and using the right topdresser for you.

14 TURF RENOVATION AT LAS POSITAS AND THE ALISAL: "AGROSCOPIC SURGERY"
Seven consecutive years of drought took their toll on California's golf courses and athletic fields. A close up look at techniques, adapted and tested on a golf course, that helped bring one multi-field park back to life.

18 DEVELOPMENT OF FUNGICIDE RESISTANCE ON INTENSIVELY MANAGED TURF
In this article, the authors present information on current systemic fungicide use patterns and modes of action, and fungicide resistance problems in Illinois and around the Midwest. They also offer methods to best avoid development of fungicide resistance problems on intensively managed turf.

22 STMA PROFILE: STEVE WIGHTMAN MANAGES "THE MURPH"
San Diego Chargers' Football, Padres' baseball, rock concerts, and grounds crew choreography at last month's Major League Baseball All-Star Game—Steve Wightman of Jack Murphy Stadium takes it all in stride.
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ON THE COVER: Jack Murphy Stadium in San Diego, CA, ready to host the 1992 Major League Baseball All-Star Game. Photo courtesy Steve Wightman.